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prompted a new concept of computing, called mobile
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computing. This concept of computing is currently employed in
the flourishing number of mobile devices and various portable
units. In this paper we included different type of mobile
systems ranging from traditional type to nomadic, ad-hoc and
finally ubiquitous ones. In this paper we also focus on the
concept of informational security in mobile computing.
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especially in terms of type of devices,

In the field of computing the birth of
“mobile computing” has signalled a new
era. The concept of mobile computing is
derived from the realization that has
computing devices increases in power level
and decreases in size and users demand
these devices to be a part of their everyday
life.

network connection and execution context.
2. TYPES OF MOBILE SYSTEM
There are different types of mobile system
in computer application. In order to
understand different mobile systems, we
must first understand where the similarities
and the differences of distributed and
mobile systems lie.

In the last 15 years, the advent of mobile

2.1 Traditional Distributed System

phones as well as laptops and many other
mobile devices has dramatically increased

Traditional distributed systems are attached

the availability of these mobile devices to

to a network and it consists of a collection

businesses and home users. Recently the

of fixed hosts – if hosts are disconnected

many standard devices such as PDAs and

from a network this is considered to be a

especially embedded devices such as

abnormal whereas in mobile system this is

washing machine and sensors changed the

quite the norm. These connected hosts are

think of computers and also a human live.

fixed and are usually very powerful devices
with fast processor and large amount of

Mobile Computing is associated with the
mobility of hardware, data and software in

memory. The bandwidth of this system is
very high too.

computer applications. The area of mobile
computing has prompted the need to think

Traditional distributed systems also need to

about the way in which mobile and

guarantee some requirements which is non-

traditional distributed system may appear

functional such as scalability, openness,

to be closely related, there are number of

Heterogeneity (integration of components

different factor that differentiate the two,

written

with

programming
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different operating systems, executing on

requirements which is not functional mainly

different

differ,

hardware

platforms),

fault

tolerance and finally the resource-sharing.

compared

to

the

traditional

distributed systems, in the resource sharing
(must take into account different issues

2.2 Nomadic Distributed System

when the resource need to be discovered),
The system which is composed of a set of

heterogeneity (affected by the presence of

mobile devices and core infrastructure with

both mobile and fixed devices across the

some fixes and also wired nodes is known

network

as a Nomadic Distributed System. Mobile

technologies) and fault tolerance of the

devices are move from one location to

system.

and

also

the

variation

in

another location, while maintaining a
connection to a fixed network. There may

2.3 Ad-Hoc Mobile Distributed System

be some problems that arises when shifts in

The network that comes close to the mobile

location. The mobile host has a home IP

networks in the sense that every node is a

address and thus any packet send to the

mobile is an Ad-Hoc distributed system. It is

mobile host will be delivered to the home

this network that are very much seen as the

network and not the foreign network where

system of the network which is executed in

the mobile host is currently located. Such

dynamic environment and through very

problem can be solved by forwarding

high variable quality links.

packets to the foreign network with the
help of mobile IP also suffers from
efficiency (routing issues), QoS Security and
wireless access problems.
These

systems

are

Ad-Hoc system normally does not have any
fixed infrastructure which differs them both
from nomadic and traditional distributed
systems. In fact, ad-hoc networks may come

susceptible

while

together as needed, not necessarily with

operating to the uncertainty of location, a

any

repeated lack of connections and the

infrastructure. When nodes detached from

migration into different physical and logical

fixed/mobile network they may evolve

environments

independently

while

operating.

The

assistance
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clusters. The speed and ease of deployment
make ad-hoc networks highly desirable.
These kinds of systems are extremely useful
in condition where the infrastructure is
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3. Security issues in mobile computing
In this section we discuss some security
issues pertaining to the mobility factor on
mobile computing.
3.1 Security and Mobility

absent, impractical to establish or even
expensive to build. Security threats have to

In the fact that data which is carried by the

be dealt even more cautiously in ad-hoc

users have become a mobile component in

networks. Secure key distribution in ad-hoc

computing has itself introduced s set of

network might be an extremely hard task.

security problems different to that in

Additional problem include the increased

traditional mobile computing. In the case of

packet sizes required by authentication

non-mobile computing that is in fixed

extension, Quality of Service support and

mobile computing physical protection could

power aware routing. Furthermore due to

easily be afforded by making database

the limited transmitted range of wireless

system and computer physically isolated

network interfaces, multiple hops may be

from the other component in the everyday

needed to exchange data between nodes in

life. In such a configuration it was possible

the network.

to make the system self-sufficient, without
any need to communicate with the external
world. Now-a-days a firewall technique may
also be applied to achieve the same effect.
In mobile computing, this form of isolation
and self-sufficiency is difficult to achieve
.

due to the resources are limited to mobile
unit,

thereby

necessitating

it

to

communicate with the mobile support
station. The mobility of users and data that
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they carry introduces security problem from

station which is subverted. The attacker

the point of view of the existence and

which masquerades as a mobile support

location of a user on a mobile wireless

station may issue a number of queries to

network

the

the database to the user’s home node and

information concerning his or her existence

may also be to the database at other nodes,

treated as being confidential. That is, a user

with the aim of deducing part of the users

may choose to remain anonymous to the

profile containing the patterns and history

users majority on the network, with the

of the user’s movements. Here again,

exception of a select number with whom

security techniques are required both for

the user often interacts. This problem of

the databases and identification of users

anonymity in mobile computing is related

and mobile support stations in the network.

to a more difficult problem of the trust level

In general, if we replicated the sensitive

afforded by each node in the wireless

data across several sites, the security risks

network and the problem of the trust level

are also increased due to the multiplication

afforded by the wireless network in each

of the point of attack.

may

choose

to

have

node and the problem of security of

3.2 Security in Disconnections

location data concerning a user when the
location data is stored or transferred

The disconnection is the major issues in

between nodes as the user moves in a

mobile

nomadic fashion. These nodes must provide

battery power and mobility restrictions. The

some assurance to the users about his or

disconnection of mobile unit from a mobile

her anonymity, independent of the differing

support station is necessary requirement

levels of trust that may exists for each node.

for the conservation of power of the mobile

computing

which

arises

from

unit. A mobile unit can typically find itself
Most essential potential security problem
lies in the possibility of information leakage
through inference made by an attacker
masquerading as a mobile support station

running on a temporary form of power
supply such as battery while its main power
source is being recharged. In this situation
differing levels of disconnection may be

with or without the aid of a mobile support
Available Online At www.ijpret.com
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normal

begins to execute when certain conditions

connection to connections using the low

are met and which transmits the result back

bandwidth channels.

to the nomadic mobile unit. These scenarios

There are two aspects of disconnections as
elective

or

disconnections.

non-elective
The

nature

non

of

elective

disconnections is the case in which mobile
unit disconnects due to some unforeseen
event, such as system crashes or total
communication

crashes

or

total

communication break-down when moving
into certain geographic regions.

represent only a few potential security
problems among many others in the
context of disconnections and transaction
management in mobile computing.
3.3 Secure Data Access Methods
One of the main advantages of mobile
computing derives from the possible use of
broadcasting techniques to provide services
to varying sizes of audience groups of users

In both types of disconnections, a number

with minimal change in the delivery cost of

of potential security loop-holes may be

the services. Two methods of delivering

introduced. Any disconnection transition

information to the various mobile devices

scheme must ensure that an attacker

of users by a broadcast server, namely

should not be able to “hi-jack” the

through data broadcasting and interactive

communications of a mobile unit which is

requests serve the purpose. The possibility

stepping down its level of connections and

of

then masquerading as the mobile unit that

changing data lends to the attractive notion

is about to step-up its level of connection.

of data broadcasting being a public form of

Security and integrity problems may occur
in the case when hand-offs occur between
two mobile support stations as the mobile
unit crosses zones. Other security problem
may occur when a mobile unit deposits a
“timed” transaction at a fixed node, which

continuous

broadcasting

of

ever-

“memory”, where mobile units periodically
refresh their limited memory such as caches
and buffers using some data which is
available.

The

two

most

essential

parameter related to the broadcasting of
data are access time and tuning time, the
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first time referring to the time taken for a

parameters

reply to be received by a mobile unit at the

parameter which is embedded within the

client side from the broadcast server, the

stream of broadcast data and which are

later referring to the amount of time taken

recognizable at a given time only by the

by the client in “listening” to the channel in

mobile units that require performing re-

order to obtain the needed data. Here, the

authentication procedures for different

mobile unit will first listen to an “index

mobile unit users at different moments in

channel”

time.

that

delivers

a

directory

information as a guide as to when the
mobile unit should access the stream of
data.

such

as

cryptographic

Together with source authentication comes
to the need to maintaining integrity of the
broadcast data stream. There are number

There are a number of issues related to the

of

security and the integrity of data. The first is

themselves, one being the denial of service

the authentication of the source of the

attack

broadcast server by the mobile units. Since

interference

such a broadcast may carry public data

modifications of the index channel resulting

whose accuracy is paramount and whose

in the mobile unit listening to incorrect

authority for publication is accepted by the

useless part of the broadcast stream. More

community, source authentication and

sophisticated attacks may even attempts to

integrity becomes as minor inaccuracies

substitute segments from both the index

may result in a great losses on the part of

channel and the data stream in such a way

the users. Therefore, methods are needed

that the mobile unit is unaware of the

for initial source authentication by the

attacks.

mobile units and for the periodic source reauthentication by the mobile units in such a
way that it consumes less power than the
initial authentication. Such methods would

possible

attacks

ranging

scenarios

from
to

the

crude

present

channel

sophisticated

The notion of a continuous broadcast of
data being a public “memory” together with
the limited physical memory such as cache
available at the mobile unit lead to the

be attractive if they use some security
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important issue of trust accorded by the
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